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SPOSC AGM
Please remember that the club AGM will take place on Thursday 19th January, 2012 at
the Sussex Yacht Club, Shoreham-by-Sea.
Members are urged to attend this
important event in the club’s year, it may be the best opportunity to ‘have your say’
about the running of the club and its direction!

PSUK 2011
by Bob Trevis
I received a telephone call at work some months ago from Steve Rigby who offered me the
opportunity of taking part in the Police Sports UK Offshore Sailing Championships, my
immediate reply was "Steve, sorry mate you must have the wrong list, I only do dinghies." It
did not take much persuasion and I was sold on the idea. Really why would I turn it down?
Five days racing on a performance 40 foot yacht in May, with like minded people, just down
the road in the Solent with all food and accommodation taken care of. There was also the
opportunity of some socialising as well.
I have done some sailing, I have been on a yacht a couple of times but the vast majority is in
dinghies. I sail a 14 foot dinghy at Lancing and have been the Chairman of the Sussex
Police Dinghy Section since I was the last one through the door to an AGM some years ago
and voted into the post as a result of my tardiness. It is probably fair to say my performance
in a dinghy does not regularly match my enthusiasm for the sport. The dinghy section is a
core of sailors, although not many in number we make the most of the opportunities and
regularly represent Sussex at Regattas held by other forces and the National Event where
ever that is scheduled to be. Despite best efforts to encourage others to join and we remain
frustrated by the apparent lack of interest from potential members. My perception of yacht
sailing was, pretty much the same sort of thing as dinghies but less frantic for most of the
time and the ability to make tea.
An early morning start got me to Port Solent near Portsmouth just before 6:00 am which is
the home of Sunsail, the scene was of a very quiet, tranquil marina with hardly a sign of life.
The yachts we were using were all supplied by Sunsail, they call it a F40, the 40 is obviously
its length in feet. I gather the whole fleet was purchased at the end of last year and were all
well equipped and appeared sleek and well turned out. I can't match them against other
yachts but they did look the part and looked to have potential for getting along. The main
advantage of the identical fleet was of course that there would be minimal advantages
between the 21 boats competing representing 13 different forces.
Having located the Sussex boat amongst the other identical boats it was the introduction to
the rest of the crew. The Skipper Steve Rigby I knew from work and sailing events past. Jon
Lelliott I knew from days gone by and also his involvement in the Dinghy Section, Jon was
responsible for the trimming of the sails and had a good eye for detail. Dave Frey was all
things foredeck and the spinnaker, our paths had not crossed since Traffic days some years
ago. I had not met Dick Harvey before however once met never forgotten! A friend of Steve
Rigby, they sail together in a sailing event for the Gurney Fund, Dick is retired and served in
a number of forces including Sussex during the 70's, 80's and 90's, an era of pre political
correctness. He was introduced as being a social hand grenade. Another face from the past
was Dave "Harry" Mallon who had retired from HQ firearms a few years ago, like me his
yacht knowledge was not extensive. I had met Dave on some jobs over the years but had
not really had the opportunity to get to know him. Harry is by day a quietly spoken Dubliner,
later in the day another Harry Mallon can be seen! Oh and by the way did I mention the
"Social Hand Grenade" is Welsh!! Draw your own conclusions, what a laugh they were to
provide. The only person yet to arrive was Kev Wallis, recently retired from the ANPR Team
and returning from his trip to the Istanbul Grand Prix to take part in the racing. Kev was not
expected until the following morning and was the navigation guru. I did not like to ask how
we were to find our way about on the first day?
I should then mention the other important part of the week, the support boat. A group of
people who volunteer and gather together in another yacht and prepare all the breakfasts,

packed lunches and evening meals. They would wash and tidy up after us, they are there
when we arrive and moor up after racing and the top is off a bottle of cold beer before you
can take your gloves off. Who would do such a thing, but there seems to be a group of
people that enjoy it. A huge thank you for those that do, it certainly made the week easier.
Anyway, all this rambling better talk of the sailing. I am not going to tell you a blow by blow of
each race or the results, you can find them out yourselves. The first day had 3 races, all of
which had some issues. Spinnaker raising, spinnaker drops and unwittingly turning the radio
to the wrong channel only to discover the error with seconds to go before the start. This
compounded with large tankers giving us uncanny special attention in the shipping lanes the
1st day was on the whole put down to experience. Whilst we would need to improve our "soft
skills" by being on the start line on time, there were signs that with some practice and work
we could improve. We moored in Cowes which was to be our "home" for the coming few
days. After being well cared for by the support boat I was introduced to the yachty world of
Cowes including the local Sailing Clubs. After my early start, a whole days sailing and
socialising I was ready for a goodnights sleep, you would think so anyway….. Not a wink. By
the way good tip for sleeping on board a boat - bring ear plugs!
Day 2 started early, Kev Wallis arrived after his overnight from Turkey. Another pair of hands
on board and a navigator things were to improve. Another consequence of Kev arriving I was
assigned to help Dave up on the foredeck with what was a huge spinnaker. Following
instructions with the pole and ropes as well as being involved in the packing of the sail it was
great fun and at times exciting up there at the pointy end. It is a bit like being the goalie, get
it right and all is well but only a slight clanger can bring problems for all to see. The wind had
also increased for the second day getting up to a good 5. Our performance improved and so
did the results, at times we were up to 6th in the fleet. There could be more to come.
Day 3, a passage race. Basically up and down the Solent to break the fleet up and then out
to sea to the Nab Tower a steel tower in the middle of the sea which I think from memory
was about 7 miles out and then back to Cowes for the end of the day. One race and a long
day but an excellent day. For those of you who know and recognise Steve Rigby as a mild
mannered individual you have not met him on a start line. The darker side can be seen, an
unswerving nerve and determination, plus a dubious interpretation of the rules gave us an
excellent start. We were second boat to the windward mark and also at the next mark
downwind. The sight of the whole fleet bar one behind and following was an excellent sight.
Would it last, well no. Unfortunately the lottery of sailing struck and the front of the fleet
sailed unavoidably into a hole with no wind. Those arriving later caught up and the whole
fleet got close again before the wind kicked in again favouring others before it got to the
Sussex boat. A respectable result and we showed some potential. Day 4, probably the
windiest day of the week. White horses and patches of sunshine through the clouds. Really
an ideal sailing day, unless you lose control of the spinnaker. How it happened I cant recall
but with all the guys and sheets gone from the boat and a huge spinnaker flapping about in a
strong force 5 by only its head at the top of the mast is quite a sight and sound.
Unfortunately the rescue boat crew thought so as well, there are photographs out there to be
seen. By dropping the sail into the water and sailing at it into the wind it was retrieved.
Another boat suffered the same later that day but were unable to deal with it, they sailed
back to Cowes with their kite flying uncontrolled in the wind, at least we only have photos
from the rescue boat.
Day 5, one race in the morning in lighter winds and before you know it the week was over. I
managed to get my hands on the helm, photos were taken and it might even look that I knew
what I was doing, who says the camera can't lie.
On reflection I had a brilliant week, making new friendships and renewing others. I met some
dinghy sailors from other forces who were competing. By the way, of interest the top 4
places were taken by helms who also feature highly in the Dinghy National Championships.
The whole experience has left me with a feeling that I want to do some more of this big boat
stuff. I have tentative plans for a Day Skippers course this winter and have just purchased
the racing rules from the RYA. Riggers, there is nothing in there that if you shout the loudest
and convincingly you get right of way. I hope to get the opportunity to be considered for the
event again, I got back in the dinghy the week after, it did feel small.
For those who may read this and wonder if it is for them consider this. Harry and I had
limited knowledge, you are well looked after and you will pick it up. Bring with you a sense of

humour, a willingness to get involved and a pair of ear plugs for sleeping. Sitting on a smart
yacht in a marina, having a laugh with a beer in hand, sun setting over the Solent and all for
minimal cost you would be mad to miss out.
The Met Police Race - October 2011
by Nick Stevens
A few months ago I contacted Steve Rigby and expressed an interest in trying out a bit of
sailing as it was something that I have fancied trying for some time. My previous experience
of sailing was when I was in the cub scouts and as a paying customer in Australia and
Turkey.
Several months passed by and on 5th October 2011 the Sussex Crew met up at Port Solent
to collect our yacht for the start of the Met Police Sailing Club Offshore Sailing
Championships. The Sussex Police crew comprised of Steve Rigby as the skipper, Kevin
Wallis, Nick Hart, Dave Frey, Lee Floyd, Dick and ME, Nick Stevens. Although it was
anticipated 23 yachts would start only 15 were to end up taking part this year, which was
maybe something to do with the recent financial cutbacks.
Although one of the first crews ready to leave Port Solent we had to wait ages for all the
stragglers to leave and eventually left at 1930hrs in the dark and in blustery, showery
conditions to motor down to Gunwharf Quay where we moored up at the pontoon in front of
the restaurants.
That evening we had a briefing in the Old Customs House, a few beers followed by an eat
all you can Chinese meal, followed by a night cap before bedding down for the night.
Even with ear plugs in, it was a noisy night’s “sleep “ interrupted by the constant banging of
the waves on the hull and the snoring from various parts of the cabin.
The next morning we were ready to go. I decided to opt out of a big breakfast just in case,
as it looked wet and windy and I didn’t want to risk bringing it all up !
As we exited Portsmouth Harbour into The Solent I realised the waterproof suit I borrowed
wasn’t as waterproof as I thought and by the time we reached the start line I could feel my
clothing underneath was already wet. Even the experienced sailors amongst us said the
conditions were quite bad with gusts up to 33 knots. What a contrast to a few days earlier
when we were experiencing an October heat wave !
I was given my tasks on the yacht and was to be working with Dick and Kev, in other words
doing simple tasks when they told me to do it.
We completed the first race finishing in a respectable third place.
As an outsider looking in, the crew I was with knew their stuff and the tactics and navigation
was working well. I was cold and wet throughout and it was a longer race than I expected
but by the end of it I was beginning to get to grips with it. With a lull in between races we
grabbed a coffee and a bite to eat and I decided to use the toilet facilities. While I was in
there,Dick decided to have to fun at my expense changing course into the waves throwing
the yacht around which in turn succeeded in bringing up my recent coffee and breakfast.
Surprisingly I felt a lot better after that, warmed up, kept dryer and enjoyed the next race
where we finished 4th.
We started the 3rd race in the middle of a squall. With the rain lashing down, strong winds,
bigger waves and restricted visibility, we started in first place and pressed on ahead of the
field. After a certain time Riggers realised we were travelling in a different direction to the
others and due to an navigational error we were heading towards the wrong buoy. Once we
had corrected we were back in 6th place. We managed to claw back the distance and
finished in an impressive 3rd place. We will never know but we could/should have been 1st
and as a result Lee was reminded of the error of his ways for the remainder of the trip.

I had enjoyed my first day, the weather had slightly improved and I was beginning to grasp
what it was all about.
We showered at Cowes and went on to berth at Folly Inn where we had an excellent meal,
drinks and raffle. After a Jack Daniels night cap we all seemed to sleep a lot better that night
ready for the final push the next morning.
The weather conditions had improved on the previous day and the tactics had been
discussed and we were hoping for a repeat performance. We finished the first race of the
day in 6th and the second in 5th. We don’t think we had got any worse just the others had
improved. En route back to Port Solent the others began doing the maths and we thought a
possible 1st in the White Sails category and 3rd overall which would be a very good result.
The top two Met yachts had consistently taken 1st and 2nd places in all races.
We gathered in Yacht Club bar for the final results.
Maybe due to “political” reasons we didn’t officially win White Sails category but we were 1st
in the Visiting Crew Category and 3rd Overall which we were very pleased with.
My overall impression was a very enjoyable two days sailing, very well organised event
assisted by a competent experienced Sussex Police crew.
Would I come back if they were desperate and asked me ? - Yes

Dusty's Fastnet Race 2011
These are the highlights – The preparation – The Training – The Race.
"Being involved and participating in the Fastnet Race is nothing like you would imagine. It is
like no other race I have ever undertaken."

I was invited by the owners of Leopard Clipper – a Reflex 38
yacht – based in Eastbourne Marina to take part in their 2011
Fastnet campaign. It is not only a performance race from Cowes
via the Fastnet Rock and into Plymouth, – 608 miles nonstop in
the quickest way - it is also about team involvement and
personal endurance.
In order to qualify for the Fastnet Race the crew must undertake
a number of RYA courses and have been involved in at least two
Royal Offshore Racing Club races totalling over 300 race miles
plus, the yacht must be subject of scrutiny to ensure it meets the
most stringent and appropriate safety standards.
RYA Courses and In-house training
The crew agreed to undertake the RYA courses together which

included the RYA’s Sea Survival Course, Offshore Safety Course, First Aid Course and the
Radio course. These courses begin to highlight the potential difficulties like getting into a Life
raft in a swimming pool was fun, but with the underlining concern that in the sea it was going
to be very different, or letting off flares was something that makes you think about their use
and that you do not want to be in a position to have to use them. But if you do, you know
how they work.

The 'Leopard
Clipper' on a training
day off the Grand
Hotel, Eastbourne
We also had in-house
training which
included weekly club
racing. We undertook
man overboard drill
and recovering
fenders in the Solent
is nothing like being at
sea seven miles from
off shore by the
Sovereign Lighthouse
in large waves. You
realise the real
difficulties involved in
the recovery of a casualty, let alone ensuring you do not lose sight of the person. Cruising at
night has little impact on your sailing skills, but when racing at night in potential storms with
changes of sails, flying the kite or just trimming the genoa - where is that tell-tail? - all have
their problems, even identifying the right rope for the task! It was all a learning experience.
What it did do, was bring us together as a team.
The Cevantes Trophy Race - Race to France
The first Royal Offshore Racing Club race we undertook – The Cevantes Trophy Race – is
designed to last 24 - 36 hours, starting in Cowes and finishing in Le Havre; a distance of 125
miles.
On Saturday, April 30, 2011 at 08:00 we started racing from Cowes. Down the Solent to the
Needles then across the bottom of the Isle of White to the Nab Tower, turning southwards
across the Channel and straight to Le Havre. Simple! The
race was good, with no problems with the yacht or crew,
except for me. I was sea sick. It was only after I had finished
my watch and had gone to sleep on the bunk. I woke up and
knew I was not right and immediately made my way on deck
and over the side went one of Rob’s lovely meals!! Now, I
have done a lot of sailing and was sick only once before.
That too, was crossing the Channel at night.
Our finishing position in The Cevantes Trophy Race was 43
out of 107 yachts and in the IRC we came 21st out of 32
yachts after 19 hours 56 minutes and 34 seconds of sailing.
We recovered in Le Havre with some of the crew having too
much to drink; far, far too much to drink!!! Following a
refuelling in the marina the decision was made to return
direct to Eastbourne leaving in the early evening. We
motored up the coast as there was not a breath of wind, with
the sea like a mill pond. After some hours the engine stopped
making us question “Did we put petrol in the tank rather than

diesel”? A check of the receipt found it was diesel. But was
as it dirty diesel? Much attention was given to the fuel
lines and filters. The engine started and then stopped
again. With only a little wind, the decision was made that
we would sail across the Channel to Eastbourne overnight
and sail into the outer harbour of Eastbourne Marina
getting the work boat to tow us in. That was the plan. So,
looking forward to a cosy, easy sail back through the night
the Watch system continued and we went to our bunks but
for me, not for too long, then back on deck getting the sea
air. After a few hours I went back to the bunk, only to be
woken some hours later apparently mid-channel.
The wind was pushing us along at a really great rate. As
time progressed the wind increased as did the waves and
we reefed down, then later reefed down again as it was apparent that the wind was
continuing to increase which eventually produced winds in excess of 30 knots; a Force 7 to 8
and the sea had built into very rough conditions . So being susceptible to sea sickness was
not the ideal situation for me to be in!!!
We arrived off Eastbourne on a Bank Holiday Monday morning with the winds gusting 38
mph and with no chance of safely entering the harbour. We called out the Lifeboat. As the
Lifeboat spokesman explained later to the press “With the wind gusting to gale force (38
knots Force 8,) it would be extremely hazardous for the yacht to sail into the harbour so help
was requested via the Dover Coastguard for assistance.”
Leopard Clipper was towed into Eastbourne Harbour by the Lifeboat.

Myth of Malham Race - Race from Cowes to the Eddystone Lighthouse (off Plymouth) and
back This is a race of some 230 miles from Cowes, taking us round the Eddystone lighthouse
which is off Plymouth, then back to the Solent. This we undertook on Friday, May 27, 2011
starting at 08:00. The Race was very straightforward and we had a great start.

We quickly got into the rhythm of our watch system which was made up of four hours on
watch taken up with each of us doing one hour spells at the wheel, the main sheet, trimming
the genoa and one hour doing whatever was required in maintenance and keeping everyone
happy.
We had a wind of some force five and were soon making good speed. During the night the
wind and waves got up and a number of sail changes took place in difficult circumstances. A
lesson for us was that when a sail change was required in rough weather, both watches
needed to be involved. We raced on into the night.
We were miles off land to the east of Plymouth when we had a frightening and potential
horrific experience in the dark which brings home to you the safety requirements needed at
sea.
A red light was seen ahead. The navigator took one look at it and disappeared to check the
chart. It was a typical light at the end of a harbour arm. We surely were not that near land.
When you see a light at night you cannot tell if it is a big light far away or a small light near to
you. We were racing at somewhere near eight knots. Whilst staring at the light it became
obvious we were approaching it very quickly. It came into sight. It was, to our amazement, a
red light on the top of a fully inflated eight man life raft. We raced past it at the same time
thinking what did they hit? Is it still near us? Is there an upturned yacht nearby? Will we run
into it? A lot of things happened at once. One crew member kept permanent watch on the
light. The engine was started and we came about. A call to the coastguard outlining what we
had come across. A powerful searchlight was brought on deck to shine on the life raft. As we
re-passed the life raft we shouted at the occupants. There was no reply, so we turned
around again with the aim of stopping alongside the life raft. We manoeuvred the yacht so
that crew members were able to grab the life raft, open the flap door and there was no one
in it. Our findings were reported to the coastguard, who asked if we would be able to recover
it but it was too big and heavy, so we declined. Its location and the wind direction was
passed to the Coastguard and 22 minutes later we resumed racing, only to hear on the radio
a short while later from another racing competitor that they had lost a liferaft off their yacht
and could we recover it for them!!!!. For several hours after that we heard different yachts
reporting the sighting of this life raft and them also investigating, making an attempt to
rescue the occupants only to find it empty.
We raced all night during which we rounded the Eddystone light, then back towards Cowes.
In the Myth of Malham Race our position was 69 out of 125 yachts racing. In the IRC we
came 24th out of 35 yachts. After 35 hours 12 minutes and 22 seconds of race we crossed
the finish line, and then onwards nonstop directly back to Eastbourne, sailing overnight. This
was a great sail averaging over 10 knots an hour in 24 hours.
The Fastnet Race – Cowes to Fastnet Rock (off Southern Ireland) and return to Plymouth.
This famous bi-annual Rolex Fastnet Race is the highlight of the Royal Ocean Racing Club's
calendar. It has earned the reputation as one of the most demanding offshore races and is
widely considered to be one of the world's classic ocean races. The 608 mile race is a real
test for skipper and crews, with its tricky tidal currents and changeable weather conditions.
The race attracts entrants from all around the globe with a diverse entry ranging from the
fastest grand prix race yachts to small cruiser/racer family boats.
We had stayed overnight in Gosport. On the morning of the race Sunday, August 14, 2011
we motored up to Cowes and were nearly two hours early! Better to be early just in case
anything goes wrong, someone said!! Having gone through the Scrutineer's gate with storm
sails hoisted we settled down and put the main sail up. There was a bang and the kicker had
come away from the bottom of the mast. The large metal retaining fixing had cracked and
shattered so we were without a kicker. Work began to put together a temporary kicker in
place that would hold the boom down and allow us to sail. It took nearly an hour to provide
an adequate repair and within minutes of our start it was done!!!!. This repair lasted the
whole of the race including our return to Eastbourne.

We were about to start the 608 nautical mile non-stop race being one amongst a fleet of 320
yachts that entered the 2011 Rolex Fastnet Race. One day, 20 hours, 18 minutes is the
current monohull course record set by ICAP Leopard (GBR) in 2007. Our aim was to finish and finish in a respectable time.
The start at 12 noon was a fantastic, exciting spectacle with many high value yachts racing
off the start line into a brisk wind, so tacking was essential. We came midway off the start
line on starboard, heading towards the shore line to make best use of the tide and seeking to
avoid those yachts starting on or tacking to, port. Seeing two yachts collide only a short
distance in front of us when one had tacked onto port and the other was trying to get behind
it, makes you think of all the time, race miles they must have done, RYA courses,
preparation and the money spent. To collide yards from the start line within minutes of the
race starting requiring them to retire due to damage - what a waste!!!!
We continued at seven knots plus tacking down the Western Solent to the Needles in
company with many other race competitors in a really good wind of Force 4 to 5. We saw a
lifeboat going down the channel at high speed and subsequently watched a large Cat with
no mast being towed back towards Yarmouth. We knew the Needles Strait was going to
produce large waves with the strong tide and the high winds. We were not disappointed.
At the Needles we saw a further collision between two yachts and from our previous
experience, our skipper was careful not to put us in any awkward situations.
We were out into the Channel, racing westward at over nine knots. We went into our watch
system. The first day produced strong winds and a sea that made many of the crew sea
sick. But I was not; I had overcome my sickness.
Having gone round the Fastnet Rock in the dark we were racing back to Plymouth and
home. As dawn broke it became apparent we were surrounded by dolphins. Not just one or
two, but what seemed like hundreds, escorting us back towards the finish across the Irish
Sea.

Some twenty five miles outside of Plymouth on the Thursday afternoon we found ourselves
alone, in a wind hole, becalmed. We could see miles away, other yachts seeing our plight
were navigating away to enjoy a little wind to the north and south of us. We must have sat
there for some four or more hours desperate to do things that would make the yacht move
as we inched towards Plymouth.
As darkness fell we picked up a little wind and we edged towards the entrance to Plymouth
Sound. There was no ‘flying finish’, it being more of a slow, painful end to the race. We had
all sat on deck for the last five hours knowing the finish line was not far away. We finished at
0043 hours on Friday, 19th August having sailed nonstop for four days, 12 hours, 33 minutes
and 58 seconds. We motored into Sutton Lock and into the Marina. There was cheering from
the Quayside even though it was in the early hours of Friday morning. After rafting up we
made our way to the cheering crowd and the open bar. We were all very excited to have
finished and were on a high; clearly we were all very tired. With the thought of having only
one drink and then back for a good night’s sleep, it actually developed into two, then three,
then four drinks, and after that well - who knows?.. We must have returned to the yacht, as I
woke up in a bunk to a lovely warm Devon day and then had a long, long hot shower – the
first wash for five days!!... - plus a toilet where there was room to move and which was flat
and not at an angle!!!

Our official position in the Fastnet Race was 46th out of 71 yachts racing in the IRC 2,
placed 23rd in IRC 2B class made up of 33 yachts and overall 190th in IRC of 278 yachts
that finished.
It was a wonderful experience and for me, a great personal achievement.
On a personal note it became apparent that it is crucial when working a four hour, four
person watch system that everyone was fit and well and, able to perform any allotted task,
sail changes, reefing down, etc. When one of the watch members becomes incapacitated –
like sea sickness – it places a burden on the other watch members. If two watch members
become ill then crew members from the other watch need to assist and there is the potential
for the Watch system to break down. Everyone needs their rest and in particular, sleep. If
you do not get your sleep, as time goes on you place everyone else in a difficult situation, if
not in danger.
So I sought a remedy for my sea sickness which I needed to at least manage if not eradicate
so that I was an active Watch member. In the second RORC race I was able to manage the
sea sickness, but I was unsure if this was also due to better weather. I researched the
internet and went to see my Doctor (who has sailing experience) who not only gave me an
all clear check-up, but agreed to prescribe Scopoderm which comes in the form of patches
to be placed behind each ear and that last for four days.
The other need was to visit the Dentist (who has sailing experience). He explained that one
of my teeth was loose caused in a previous sailing escapade when I received a blow to the
side of my head. He would give me pain killers and penicillin to take with me racing, but that
in the event that the tooth became infected it could, after twelve to twenty four hours,
incapacitate me due to the pain. For me it was off to Dental Implant Clinic to have the tooth
removed and a costly implant procedure commenced, to ensure that I was ready and able
for all the RORC races.
Why was I asked to be a member of the crew? Was it my vast sailing experience? No, as the
two owners have much more experience. Was it as they wanted an older person there so
that they could say, well if he can do it so can we!!! ...I think maybe it was...
Or was it that they thought if it all goes wrong there is this silver haired chap who will use his
maturity and life experience to take charge and see us all safely through to safety!!! I would
like to think so, but maybe I’m wrong.

There will be lots of very pleasant and fond memories especially as regards all the crew
members Rob Styles and Mark ‘Oz’ Osborn - the yachts owners - Andy, Lizzy, Greg, Keith,
and Jay. At the finish all of us felt an intense feeling of achievement. It was a roller coaster
ride in more ways than one and more than a ‘tick in the box’, although it was that as well. For
me it was a once in a lifetime experience with thanks to Oz and Rob.

The Leopard Clipper Team

You may ask why I have not written more about the four and a half days sailing in the
Fastnet. Well to be truthful it was four days of hard work with four hours working and four
hours asleep, so that the hours and days flew by punctuated by “Landsend is over there –
somewhere” coffee....snacking...“We have rounded the Fastnet Rock”... one hot meal a
day... “dolphins “...”Scilly Isles - somewhere in the mist” ... “Plymouth straight ahead”.
Looking back it went so quickly.
All of us on Leopard Clipper can say that we are `Fastnet Sailors’ but it was as much about
how we got there as it was about the great experience of the actual Fastnet Race.
For additional Photographs and further details, they are available at the website of 'Leopard
Clipper':
http://leopardclipper.weebly.com/
In conclusion I want to acknowledge the ongoing support we had from the loved ones left
onshore. For them, at times it must have been frustrating, and at times very concerning and
worrying. As my wife explained on the occasion of us returning from France, she had seen
the enormous waves and high winds with one yacht bobbing about far out at sea. On arrival
at Eastbourne Marina she saw all the lifeboat crew had been called out and were clearly
going out to an emergency. She asked one of the lifeboat crew if the yacht they were going
out to was Leopard? When he acknowledged they were, it all became very concerning!!!!

Editorial Note
Please remember that this is your magazine and should reflect your views and experiences
for the benefit of other members. If you have any comment, articles or photographs you feel
are appropriate for inclusion then please forward them to me terryclothier@hotmail.com for
publication.
The opinions expressed in articles within Scuttlebutt are those of the individual only and not
necessarily those of the Sussex Police Offshore Sailing Club. No responsibility can be
accepted for any inaccuracies or omissions.

